Equine Guelph E-News

Care about YOUR horse? - Care about ALL horses. Help spread the message of Equine Welfare by forwarding this email to a friend.

November 2015

Greetings!

Welcome to this month's edition of Equine Guelph E-News.

TLAER PROGRAM GAINS TRACTION IN ONTARIO

Technical Large Animal Emergency Rescue

Susan Raymond speaks on the increasing popularity of the Technical Large Animal Rescue programs in Ontario hosted by Equine Guelph. Over 100 participants signed up for the last offering Oct 2 - 3, 2015.

Listen to podcast

Read more...

FULL-CIRCLE-RESPONSIBILITY - 2015

Code Section 10: Euthanasia

We love to think about our wonderful times with our equine companions, but
End-of-life decisions represent our last and most-important obligation of ownership in our cycle of care for our horses. Read on...

Visit Equine Guelph's Code Decoder tool: the fast and easy way to learn the National Code of Practice for the Care and Handling of Equines.

In partnership with Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs, Equine Guelph is developing a 'Full-Circle-Responsibility' equine welfare educational initiative which stands to benefit the welfare of horses in both the racing and non-racing industries.

In memory of Pilgrim's Journey (2012 - 2015),

Although your journey was tragically cut short, you were truly adored and taken care of with such love and compassion.

You never needed any restraint save for your owner's reassuring embrace. You will forever be missed by beloved owner/trainer Joe Ruffolo.

From Rojman Equine Mobile Veterinary Services.

Equine Guelph's Hoofprints Tribute program pays respect to horses and horse lovers. Learn more...

Whether your senior still has plenty of spunk under saddle or is grazing the grass paddock - a daily hands-on approach is important in order to spot conditions that need special treatment sooner rather than later. Read full story...

Learn about general senior horse management, physical changes, pain recognition, metabolic conditions and more; by spending ten minutes on Equine Guelph's website taking the Senior Horse Challenge.

Kindly sponsored by - Boehringer Ingelheim
RESEARCH RADIO NOW ON YouTube

Now you can enjoy all the Research Radio podcasts on YouTube. Check out the latest research on our new playlist.

DRESSED TO KILL - rider safety is always in fashion

Regardless of your riding discipline, safety starts at the head and continues all the way down to the toes. You could be dressed to kill if your riding boots do not sport a wedge heel. A moment of imbalance is all it takes for a foot to slide through the stirrup, creating the potential for a nasty accident.

Learn more about the best attire to minimize risk of injury.

EQUIMANIA! GALLOPS BACK INTO TORONTO

EquiMania! gallops back into Toronto for the third time this year for the Royal Agricultural Winter fair November 6 -15!

EquiManiacs can't get enough of the hands-on activities and love to immerse themselves in Equine Guelph's well-travelled, award-winning display.

Equine Guelph partnered with the OEF will be promoting "Ticket to Ride" once again at the Royal Agricultural Winter Fair. The "Ticket to Ride" program was hugely popular at its launch last year at the Royal. It offers youth an opportunity for a FREE introductory riding lesson (or introduction to horses) at participating OEF member riding facilities. Visit the Ticket to Ride booth and EquiMania! for more details. Read on...

Bring EquiMania! to your event eq4kids@uoguelph.ca

CARING FOR YOUR HORSE AND FARM
Bring EquiMania! to your Event!

Online Games for Kids

Become a Volunteer

**Sign up for E-News**

Check out Equine Guelph's monthly news & Health Flash - 4 FREE seasonal healthcare reminders.

Read our latest annual Newsletter

**Spring 2015**

Archived Newsletters

---

Conservation Authorities offering two free environmental stewardship workshops for horse farm owners.

Learn to manage horse manure, improve pasture quality and protect natural features on your property such as ponds, wetlands and streams. Discover programs that can assist you technically and financially.

**Registration is required.**

Learn more about the offerings in **Cookstown, ON**, Nov, 28, 2015 **Shelburne, ON**, Dec, 5, 2015 or contact Shannon Stephens 705-424-1479 ext 239

---

**Sign up for Equine Guelph Courses beginning Jan 2016**

Find out more about Equine Guelph programs, offered three times a year, through the University of Guelph.

Learn why equestrian professionals and horse enthusiasts are choosing them!

**Visit our Education Page**

Equine Guelph also offers two-week online courses:

**Hot Topics**

- Behaviour & Safety
- Colic Prevention
- Equine Biosecurity

---

Equine Guelph, University of Guelph, Ontario, Canada, N1G 2W1, Tel: (519) 824-4120 ext. 54205
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